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to carry Repeal of the Union by the same methods
which secured Catholic Emancipation ; but this time
the Duke of Wellington met the menace with a display
of real military force, and O'Connell shrank from
bloodshed. A few months later began the great
famine, and within four years the Irish population,
reduced by two millions, became a less formidable
opposition. This reduction in numbers fell mainly
on the Gaelic people, not on the middle nation.
An attempt at rebellion in 1848 made only a trifling
disturbance ; and though in 1867 the Fenian organisa-
tion renewed the appeal to armed force, it was clear
that victory could not be achieved by military opera-
tions.   Yet the struggle went on.   If the • facts • be.
faced, one cannot deny that the history of Ireland
since   the   Union records a contrast in which the
middle nation,   English  speaking  and  distinctively
Protestant, and having the support of British power,
was opposed to the purely Irish nation, which after
1848 increasingly ceased to be Gaelic speaking, but
remained distinctively Catholic.   That  contest was
for the possession of the land of Ireland and for the
power which went with the possession of the land.
There was no uncertainty among the men of supreme
ability where the issue lay.   Fitzgibbon, Lord Clare,
in Ms speech to the Irish House of Lords—the Upper
Chamber of the  middle nation's  Parliament—used
these arguments when he advocated the Union in
1800:
" What was the situation of Ireland at the revolu-
tion and what is it at this day ? The whole power
and property of the country has been conferred'by
successive monarchs of England upon an English
colony, composed of three sets of English adventurers
who poured into this country at the termination of
three successive rebellions; confiscation is their
common title; and from their first settlement they
have been hemmed in on every side by the old inhabi-
tants of the island, brooding over their discontents

